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That word struck me again today

[eis a blank slate waiting

my arms. It never occurred to him
that I might not catch him. Even

a full-body ....
belly laugh?When did his hakget so : .
sh& &d curly and his legs &long? :

has entered my life, I have
slowed down. I stop to smell the
flowers more often now, and the
descent of the maple helicopters this
spring was an occasion to be marked. I
still multitask, but I live a little more in

figured out. There are still many
unanswered questions. Will his
presence increase as he grows, or
is a soul simply a soul?Will the
instinct be as effective in dealing with
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of all ages and asked a lot of "How

remember. It was very frustrating.

and wonder that he is actually here.
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Maybe the fact that he is still
nursing is what tricks my mind into
seeing him, even now, as the same
fragile, silky-skinned newborn who
was first laid in my arms. Then again,
maybe it is an experience common to
all mothers. There are many things, in
pregnancy and beyond, that cannot
be truly shared or communicated
properly, even with husbands, even
with other mothers. Those moments
are God's gift to mothers, I think moments of inexpressible sweetness,
moments that allow me to say
t r u w l y , even in the middle of the
worst day ever: I wouldn't trade a
moment of this. Not for anything.
Welcome to the club, Mother.
Love,
Kate
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a t e Basi and her husband, Christian,
a teaching couple in Columbia, Mo.,
are now theparents of three children.

